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Origin 8.6 Pro Crack(CNN) - Barack Obama and Joe Biden are two of the biggest names in Democratic politics, but they've not
always seen eye to eye on issues. The two men worked together during the early years of Obama's career, and have been on good

terms since then, but there are still moments when the two men go their separate ways on legislation or an issue. In a recent
CNN/ORC poll, four out of 10 Democrats said they hadn't really seen a difference in Obama and Biden on the issues.

soundoff(33 Responses) CORKY THE MODERATES ARE EVIL.I NEED BETTER COMPETITION. November 12, 2008
11:19 am at 11:19 am | Terri I think it's gonna be the republicans who will help Obama. They will be his base, much as the

democrats and liberals helped Clinton. Nothing will change the republicans except they will be the supporting troops to ensure it
doesn't change. The Democrats will just help Obama as they will to George W. Bush or even worse, Bush jr. I pray Obama will
not suffer as Bush jr. did. I am tired of the same people ruling. I don't want the same old corrupt people to rule. I want change.
But let it be fair and clean. November 12, 2008 11:20 am at 11:20 am | Steve Clearly, both are elitist, showboating politicians

who have run their races out of Chicago and Cambridge. November 12, 2008 11:24 am at 11:24 am | sykaleia What, no Hillary
endorsement? YEP! November 12, 2008 11:26 am at 11:26 am | s more time...i'm tired of these republican clowns! November
12, 2008 11:27 am at 11:27 am | CM Who cares! Obama/Biden is the real thing! Why are they always at each other's throats?

November 12, 2008 11:29 am at 11:29 am | Donald Just like she said during her campaign......A socialist, but she's with the right
person (and the country) NOW!!! Why is it so many people on the left hate Joe and Barry so much?? Why is
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